Program Name: “POSTER MAKING”

Date: 20th May 2020

Numbers of participants: 102

Number of resource Person: 2

Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB) Club, Government Polytechnic for Girls, Ahmedabad organized the Poster Making using digital platform. The following information’s given to all the students.

All the interested students are intimated to make Poster at your place and submit it through digital platform in prescribe format on or before by 20th May, 2020. The further information is as follows.

GENERAL RULE:
- The competition is for the all the students
- Participants registered as the individual and not as the group
- Participants must use the real name, according to the identity of the official (student card / ID card / driving license)
- Writings or words in the poster are required to use English/Hindi/Gujarati
- Poster made on A3/A4 paper without margins. *(Preferable else you may use whatever size of pages available with you)
- Shouldn’t use any patches, stickers, etc. in the poster
- The number of color pictures is free

Use following:
- Compliance with the theme
- Originality
- Interesting, useful and informative
- The basic idea, concept, creative innovation work
- Follow the requirements

Topics for poster making things everyone should do during (COVID-19) prevailing situation of corona pandemic under the banner of EBSB Club.

- Ek Bharat Shreshth Bharat
- Benefits of yoga - (COVID-19)
- Ayurveda a blessing - (COVID-19)
- Safety rules - (COVID-19)
- Eating habits -(COVID-19)
- Benefits of drinking warm water - (COVID-19)
- Essential nutrients and their sources - - (COVID-19)
- Things to keep in mind during - (COVID-19)
- Appreciate - (COVID-19) warriors
- Role of common man during - (COVID-19)
- How to keep everyone motivated - (COVID-19)

**Poster Size:** Any suitable material/things which are available at your home. Utilize the things which are handy to you and upload here.

[https://forms.gle/SpC9v4mWyKqap3JR8](https://forms.gle/SpC9v4mWyKqap3JR8)